World War 3 and End of War by God's Intervention from the Cosmos
Prophecies & Instructions by Jesus thru Bertha Dudde (1891-1965)
Even if in old and new revelations of God the term 'world war 3' is not mentioned, terms like 'fight
of the nations against each other' and 'general world fire' and the context describe this happening.
Above all many seers and visionaries describe a 3rd world war directly or indirectly. With Jakob
Lorber there are more concrete references to the period of the 3rd world war and the intervention
of God from the cosmos.
The prophecies of God by Bertha Dudde answer among other things the following questions
regarding world war 3 and its end...
Will a sudden outbreak of war end the apparent peace?
A superficial-apparent peace will end with the death of a ruler. After that, turmoil and unrest will
spread and the powers will rage against each other. Hatred will rage without restraint. Heavy
fighting will take place everywhere in the world. The whole world will become a flashpoint.
What motives will precipitate World War 3?
Ultimately, the age-old motives will also be valid for this world war... Lust for earthly, material
goods, world-wide, geostrategic power, supremacy or even world domination, robbery of the
mineral resources, riches, oil, gold of other countries out of egoism and avarice, as well as religious
fanaticism and bossiness.
Which inner, spiritual causes trigger a last World War?
On a deeper, spiritual level it is a fight between Satan and God = Jesus Christ, whereby humans are
the earthly representatives and executors of the fight. Satan wants to harm respectively destroy as
many people and as much of nature as possible through this 3rd world war in order to prevent
their spiritual maturation and spiritual return to God.
Why will God allow World War 3?
In spite of apparent peace, the (preparatory) conflict of the world powers will continue in a hidden
way. Since the divine warnings are ignored, God will allow the open outbreak of war, because
people and spirits have freedom of will and action and they have not used the time of peace well.
Therefore, God will not intervene until a certain level is exceeded.
Will material precautions or flight ensure a survival?
Hectic material precautions and flight to seemingly safe places will be of no use. People should
rather trustingly place their fate in God's = Jesus' hands and ask Him for protection and salvation.
Once the fight of the powers triggers the global world fire (= world war 3), everything will take its
course until the 3rd world war will be stopped by God's intervention from the cosmos.
Will an intervention of God from the cosmos stop World War 3?

By themselves, the opposing coalition armies (Islam, Russia, China, USA/Nato) would not end the
'world fire' of world war 3. God = Jesus Christ will therefore intervene at the height of the
atrocities. He will end the terrible slaughter by a glistening bright and hot celestial body coming
extremely fast from the cosmos. This body will give the earth one or more violent blows and bring
extreme heat and poisonous gases and dark dust clouds with it and wrap the earth in darkness for
3 days. All the forces of nature will be thrown into turmoil by impacts, the most violent
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, storms, fire waves and floods, causing huge destruction.
This worldwide impacting catastrophe from the cosmos will cost countless human lives. No side
will be able to continue the war. And there will also be no winner of the 3rd world war, but only
losers. All countries will be affected to varying degrees and will face varying degrees of misery and
hardship. The chaos and destruction caused by war and natural disasters will initially force the
survivors to adopt a radically different, primitive way of life.
Which countries will be severely affected?
Those countries whose rulers started the fire, will be most affected by the natural disaster. The
natural disaster will be felt in all the countries that were united by the world fire (World War 3)
and are bent on mutual destruction. God will prove His omnipotence over the cosmos, nature and
everything created - by this event brought about and purposefully steered by Him. In it will the
justice of God be shown. As the world situation - especially in the proxy war in Syria - is currently
developing, the war drivers include Turkey and its neighboring Muslim countries and Russia on the
one hand, but also Israel, the US and NATO on the other. Both blocs have been setting the course
towards a 3rd world war for years.
--Global Natural Disaster from the Cosmos
How can you recognize the approaching end times?
By cosmic signs and by the restless behavior of man and animals it becomes recognizable that a
global natural disaster brought from the cosmos is near. Also the following end of the earth and
mankind by burning of the earth's surface is announced by prophetic predictions and on the basis
of inner feelings. The time until then is to be used eagerly to inform and educate the people.
Shall predictions regarding the disaster from the cosmos be spread?
God warns the people since primeval times, before large disasters occur, so that they can still
change their wrong behavior and prepare themselves. Therefore, those who know about such
prophecies should also spread them. Even if only very few people want to hear or read it, they out of brotherly love - are to be informed about what is coming. They are to be told, what can
bring them protection and help during and after the God's intervention from the cosmos.
What changes in the cosmos announce the danger for the earth?
There will be changes in the constellations of the stars in the cosmos, which will become
noticeable on earth periodically by earth tremors.

Which conspicuousnesses will an approaching star show?
A star rushing towards the Earth will always show new peculiarities in its orbit, visibility and
luminosity. Orbit calculations will show it as a serious danger for the earth. Its arrival and the
resulting worldwide natural disasters will bring about a physical and spiritual turning point for the
earth and mankind.
Has a disaster from the cosmos been predicted for a long time as a sign of the near end of
humanity?
An 'enemy from the skies', who will bring about a worldwide natural disaster on earth, has already
been predicted biblically and by prophet Jakob Lorber and many seers and visionaries.
How will be the year before the catastrophe from the cosmos?
The year before will already show problems of all kinds (civil wars, turmoil, terrorist attacks,
Islamic Jihad, war preparations for world war 3). They should shake people up and lead them back
to God and His order. But carelessness will prevail until the signs of the approaching disaster
becomes visible for everyone, but too late for (useless) precaution. Although astronomers and the
'elite' will recognize the danger of an extremely close pass by the earth or even a ramming
collision of the celestial body with the earth early, but obviously the population will not be warned
- as usual - 'to avoid panic'. So the disaster will come unexpectedly and catch most people
unprepared.
Will people be able to repel or redirect this intruder?
This hot, bright 'star' rushing directly towards the earth cannot be deflected or destroyed with
earthly means or weapons/inventions, because this event will be brought about by God Himself
purposefully - both, as help to end world war 3 and as damage-bringing punishment for
godlessness and the degeneration of mankind.
Will external protective measures be useful and effective?
Since this intervention from the cosmos will be brought about by God Himself, earthly
precautionary and protective measures will be useless or effective only, if they are in the Divine
Will and Plan in individual cases. Instead, turning to Jesus = God and asking for His protection and
firmly trusting in His love, power and mercy will be important and useful.
Will there be safe places of escape?
Attempts to escape somewhere will be useless. A judgment sent by God will reach every person it
is supposed to affect, everywhere. Only what God wants to preserve will be spared. A close
connection to Jesus and requests for help, protection and assistance and firm trust in God will be
important for survival.
How should believers adapt themselves for the announced material losses in advance?
Because almost all people strive mainly for material goods and sensual pleasures and disregard
their character and spiritual development, the worldwide natural disaster with the associated
massive material destruction is to show people how transient the material goods and sensual

pleasures are. Therefore, whoever frees himself early on from the striving for material and sensual
things and practices to renounce them voluntarily, and frequently turns inwardly to Jesus = God,
lives according to His order and asks Him for help and salvation. These are the ones preparing
themselves best and safest. Then the announced time of trouble will be easier and better to cope
with.
Which last signs will warn of the imminent arrival of the celestial body?
People and animals will be seized by an unusual restlessness and excitement shortly before the
beginning of the natural disaster from the cosmos. Animals will flee and turn back suddenly as if
remote-controlled. Only for (clairvoyant) believers, light appearances (by angels) will become
visible at the firmament. Hints of believers pointing to that, will be laughed at by unbelievers as
phantasties.
What protection does Jesus promise the believers for the course of the natural disaster?
Whoever believes the predictions and words of God and firmly trusts in Jesus' help, adjusts to
what is coming and its positive meaning for the maturation of the soul, asks Jesus already before
or at least during these natural disasters for protection, help and saving assistance, will have good
chances of survival and can remain calm, because for such believers the catastrophic events will
occur in a mitigated way.
How should believers behave directly before and during the occurrence of the natural disaster
from the cosmos?
The fellow human beings in the immediate vicinity should be pointed to the deeper reason and
purpose of what is coming. They should be made aware of the Divine Omnipotence, Love and
Mercy as well as help of Jesus = God and firmly trust in Him. They are to get intimately in touch
with Jesus, to join Him in order to receive from Him strength in increased measure for the hours of
highest need. They should address earnest, trusting and intimate requests for strength, help,
protection and salvation to Jesus. Then they will remain calm, will not be impressed by what is
happening, will not need to fear and worry. Everything serves above all the spiritual development
and should lead to the return to God and His order.
How will unbelievers react when disaster strikes?
As soon as the approaching star indicates an inevitable disaster, this will lead to fear of death,
reckless egoism, inability to think and panic among the unprepared and unbelievers worldwide.
This will happen especially among those who did not believe the disaster predictions and have no
trust in Divine power and help and therefore do not ask Jesus for help.
How will the disaster from the cosmos proceed?
From many individual parts from various prophecies and showings the following probable scenario
can be derived, which effects the intervention of God from the cosmos will take... The extremely
near to earth (between moon and earth) passing glowing hot celestial body will bring with it a
dark, poisonous cloud surrounding it with enormous pressure waves and many debris parts of
different sizes. Whereever they arrive, it will suddenly become pitch black and at the same time

unbearably hot. The pressure waves before and during the flyby will cause tremendous
whirlwinds, tornadoes and hurricanes with roaring and raging.
Tornadoes and the maelstrom after its flyby will snatch and pull up everything that is not
absolutely firmly anchored in the ground and spread it widely as pelting debris. Countless glowing
stones of various sizes will rain down as a shower of sparks from the atmosphere of this celestial
body and start countless fires. Many tremendous explosions will take place. Some large, separate
companions of the celestial body will strike the mainland and the sea as glowing impacts. They will
not only produce more tsunamis, but also lead to the evaporation of huge masses of water and
resulting in torrential rain. The earth will begin to tumble and lurch, the earth's axis will shift as the
earth's rotation is briefly stopped by the passing celestial body.
In connection with these events, there will also be earth plate displacements, earth cracks, most
violent magma and volcanic eruptions on the mainland and undersea and extremely high
tsunamis. Moreover, huge masses of water will pour out of the earth's interior onto the earth's
surface and cause massive floods. In short, all elements unleashed from the cosmos by this event
will - by their interaction - contribute to global disasters never experienced before. Landscapes will
be reshaped in such a way that in many cases they will be unrecognizable.
Altogether the approaching, the passing and the circling of the earth by the celestial body will
produce 3 days of darkness. As soon as the celestial body will have moved away again with its
dark, poisonous atmosphere, dragging along with its suction the poisonous gases and many debris,
the atmosphere will clear again, the sun can shine again - but the conditions on earth will have
changed so thoroughly as it has never been experienced in the history of mankind.
Not all countries will be equally affected, but where this celestial body comes closest to Earth on
its orbit, the worst effects will occur and few people will be able to survive. All in all, however, the
worldwide consequences will exceed everything in misery and distress that mankind has ever
experienced.
Will this intervention by God from the cosmos end World War 3 at its peak?
The disaster from the cosmos will arrive when the climax of all evils will be reached in the 3rd
World War. This intervention of God from the cosmos will also destroy the Russian-Muslim
coalition armies gathered for the final battle for Israel in the Valley of Jehoshaphat. As God's
intervention to save the earth and mankind, the catastrophe from the cosmos will make a
continuation of World War 3 impossible. Thus, this world war will end only because all warring
parties will be incapacitated and weakened by God's intervention and therefore no coalition will
be victorious.
What extent of damage will the disaster from the cosmos have?
Already world war 3 will cause unimaginably great damage to human lives, animals, plants,
buildings, infrastructure and the earth as an organism. The natural disaster from the cosmos will
cause still far larger damage, so that the total extent will exceed everything. Countries and seas
will change, rivers will step out of the banks and in such a way pictures will be created that
humans will believe themselves to be transferred into other areas. There will therefore be
hardship and misery never before experienced by man.

Will the whole earth be equally affected?
It is true that the countries lying directly under the passage of the passing celestial body and those
which will be affected by land and sea impact will be the most devastated. There will be impacts
beyond all imagination. But also such countries which are not directly affected by it and by world
war 3, but participated in its coming into being, will be affected. This unleashing of all elements,
brought about from the cosmos, will by no means happen by chance. It will be the last big warning
of God before the end of mankind which will take place 7 years later and which mankind will
prepare for itself by deep experiments.
Can the death through this disaster bring benefits for soul and spirit?
Those who lose their earthly life through this disaster, have the chance to develop in the beyond.
Whoever survives, must make a decision of faith for or against Jesus and will be banished in
matter at the final fiery judgment in case of complete unbelief and wickedness. However, those
who die beforehand will escape this re-banishment fate.
Will this great disaster be the last sign of the near end of this epoch of mankind?
Mankind will fear a repetition of such an event after the natural disaster from the cosmos and
with it the end of the earth and mankind. This feared event of the end of mankind will occur
according to different prophecies seven years later. It will be caused by people through
irresponsible experiments in the depths of the earth.
The disaster from the cosmos will be the last big warning of God before the total burning of the
earth's surface and mankind. This intervention of God from the cosmos is to direct the thoughts
back to God and to the life after death and to move mankind towards conversion.
For what time is the disaster from the cosmos, the return of Jesus and the end of mankind
predicted?
Out of the chaos and destructions from world war 3 and the natural disaster from the cosmos the
'New World Order' (NWO) will be established and led by the Antichrist who now steps into the
public. It will last altogether 7 years - according to different biblical and newer prophecies. The last
three and a half years of this will involve a brutal worldwide faith war against Jesus and all
Christians.
Before the imminent worldwide final annihilation of all Christians, Jesus will come again, rapturing
those Christians in the body who have remained faithful to Him. On the very same day, chain
reactions of explosions to world-wide magma eruptions, earth fissures, volcanic eruptions, floods
from underground and above-ground water sources, hurricanes and air envelope burnings will
occur due to scientifically and economically motivated deep experiments. They will destroy the
entire surface of the earth to great depths with fire. All non-raptured people will perish by this fire
inferno and will be devoured in the opened maw of the earth.
Jesus was born on January 6, -06 B.C. and lived until May 28, 28 A.D. He predicted several times
during his 3 years of teaching in the years 25 to 28 A.D. (revealed through Jakob Lorber) that the
end of this earth period and humanity would take place after not quite two thousand years (thus
according to this lifetime dating at the latest 2028 A.D.). If the last 7 years of mankind and

habitable earth surface are reached at the latest 2028, thus approx. 2020/21 would be the time
where world war 3 and its end by the catastrophe from the cosmos can be expected.
Even if the period for the actual beginning of the end time - i.e. the judgment of God from the
cosmos - can be calculated by these prophecies of Jesus to 2020/21, the exact date, i.e. year,
month or day will remain open. The event will nevertheless come as a surprise for almost all
people.
--Effects of the global natural disaster from the cosmos
In what situation will the survivors find themselves in the disaster area?
Where world war 3 and the disaster from the cosmos will have a direct effect, whole areas will be
devastated and partly unrecognizable because of great external changes. There will be
unimaginably great destructions. Everywhere will be chaos, which will be eliminated only little by
little and with a lot of effort. In the directly affected area, the few survivors will find themselves in
unprecedented material hardship, because the basis of life, the entire infrastructure and
electronic means of communication will be almost completely destroyed.
Because of destroyed means of communication, there will be uncertainty about the fate of
relatives. The outside world will not know. Survivors will be completely isolated and on their own
for a long time. They will not be able to survive without mutual aid. Even with the greatest, most
laborious efforts, only the most primitive, simplest way of life will be possible. Only with the
greatest effort will it be possible to rebuild without aid. For selfish unbelievers, life and
reconstruction will be significantly more difficult and obstacle-ridden than for helpful believers.
How will people react after the catastrophe?
Most people will react to the indescribable chaos and destruction in the directly affected area with
horror, inability to think and act, confusion, powerlessness and helplessness. Fear of a repetition
of such an event from the cosmos will be widespread.
Why will help from outside be impossible for a longer time?
Because the whole communication structure will be destroyed, the actual extent of destruction
will not be manageable at first, neither for the survivors nor for other countries. Therefore, only
self-help will be possible with those small means that may still be available. Because of the
innumerable dead, few survivors and small remaining material means everyone will have to help
themselves for a long time on the most primitive level. Those who faithfully ask Jesus for help,
strength and support, and thus also want to help others, will also receive the means to do so
through supernatural help.
What will the medical situation be like in the disaster areas?
Diseases and epidemics of all kinds will be further catastrophic consequences resulting from the
combination of World War 3 and the disaster from the cosmos. Because of contagiousness by a

'devastating disease' and 'epidemics of all kinds' the affected lands will be avoided and isolated.
Many survivors would rather be dead, but will not be able to die.
Who will receive Divine Help in the extreme time of need afterwards?
Whoever seriously and trustingly turns to Jesus in this time of need and asks Him for strength and
help will receive help, no matter the concern for soul and body. Faithful people will also
understand the positive soul and spiritual purpose of this event and will thus be able to better
cope with their situation also psychologically and help others in an informative way.
What will turning to Jesus, asking and following His teachings accomplish?
The will to call upon God and to observe the Divine Commandments and Admonitions, as well as
prayer will lead to Jesus' help and power supply.
What should Jesus be asked for? Is close connection to Him important?
Help, strength and perseverance should be asked from Jesus unselfishly and trustingly. A constant
close inner connection with Jesus is important.
Does Jesus' help correspond to the strength of faith and trust in Him?
Deep faith and full and strong trust in Jesus' help and omnipotence will be heard. Jesus' help will
correspond to the extent of faith and firm trust.
Why will charity be important in overcoming hardship?
Charity, solidarity, cohesion and cooperation will be extremely important in this emergency and
chaos. Jesus therefore promises supernatural help to all those afflicted, who want to help others
afflicted in His name and earnestly ask Him for strength, help and support, especially when they
themselves are in no better situation. Brotherly love, strong faith, trust in God, patience,
willingness to help and sacrifice for others will therefore be rewarded from above by wonderful
help.
Will selfishness, pressure, exploitation and forced labor prevail again?
Even after this catastrophe, only a few survivors will be unselfishly helpful. Instead, many will
ignore the general misery and think only of themselves and their physical well-being and comfort,
and act accordingly in a selfishly ruthless manner. Stronger ones will assert themselves brutally
and ruthlessly, taking possession of other people's property, and harass, exploit or destroy the
weak ones.
Will the right consequences be drawn from the Divine Intervention?
Only a few people will draw the right consequences from what has happened. Most people will
react without insight, as they almost always do, by ignoring, minimizing, rationalizing a deeper
meaning behind the events or denying a guiding intervention by God's omnipotence with
explanations of a rational kind. They will even rebel and fight against God because they cannot
recognize any love of God in this event.
What effect will the great disaster have on the powerful and unbelievers?

Especially the rulers and the rich will acknowledge least of all that this natural disaster was an
intervention by God. Instead, they will find the most diverse pseudo-rational explanations for it.
They will continue their previous striving for power, greatness, material possessions and
prosperity at the expense of weaker people.

